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George Stubbs (1724-1806), now recognized as one of the greatest and most original artists of the eighteenth
century, stands out from other practitioners in the field of animal painting. His most frequent commissions

were for paintings of horses, dogs, and wild animals, and his images invariably arrest attention and frequently
strike a deeply poetic note. Stubbs did not emerge as a painter until he was in his mid-thirties, but then his

genius flowered astonishingly. He steadily celebrates English sporting and country life and reveals himself-in
his incidental" portraits of jockeys and grooms, for example-as a perceptive observer of different levels of

social behavior. Among his many experiments with technique were his chemical experiments with painting in
enamels, first on copper and later on earthenware "tablets," manufactured for him in Wedgwood's

potteries.This is the first full catalogue of Stubbs's paintings and drawings.

Selftrained Stubbs learnt his skills independently from other great artists of the eighteenth century such as
Reynolds or Gainsborough. Artists from around the world have helped in this monumental task of putting

together.

Stubbs

George Stubbs ARA was an English painter best known for his paintings of horses. Painting in England from
the Collection of Mr. George Stubbs was a British artist best known for his highly polished paintings of

animals. George STUBBS is an artist born in 1724 The oldest auction result ever registered on the website for
an artwork by this artist is a painting sold in 1984 at Christies and the most recent auction result is a
printmultiple sold in 2020. At his peak Stubbs preferred oil on canvas sometimes adding pine resins.

Karollaynemarya. George Stubbs The Countess of Coningsby in the Costume of the Charlton Hunt Google
Art Josiah Wedgwood by George Stubbs 1780 enamel on a Wedgwood ceramic tablet Wedgwood. Then he

was briefly apprenticed to a painter and a engraver which is where he began. Not only painting horse portraits
but also. c.176468 handmade oil painting reproductions of all of George Stubbss most popular paintings are

available at. GEORGE STUBBS Mares and Foals in a River Landscape 176368 oil on canvas. largely

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=George Stubbs, Painter


selftaught with painter Hamlet Winstanley 1741 studied anatomy at York Hospital 1745 independently
studied equine horse anatomy 175657 Career 1751 teaches self engraving for commission to illustrate John
Burtons Essay towards a Complete New System of Midwifery . His interest in anatomy revealed at an early

age became one of the driving passions of his life.
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